AIC-500/560

Interface Adapter

FEATURES

- Asynchronous data transfer to 1.5 MBytes/sec
- Parity generation and checking
- Supports necessary arbitration signals for interface with the AIC-610 or the AIC-010/011F and AIC-300/301
- SCSI bus signals driven under microprocessor control
- High current outputs drive SCSI bus directly

AIC-500 Quad PLCC Package

FEATURES

- Up to 4 MBytes/sec PC/AT I/O transfers
- IBM PC/AT compatible I/O registers
- Built-in 16-byte FIFO with programmable thresholds
- 8/16-bit data transfers on the AT bus with automatic byte to word conversions
- Internal mA drivers on all outputs (except SD 0-7) and Schmitt trigger input receivers for direct connection to AT bus
- Supports necessary signals for interface with the AIC-610 or the AIC-010/011F and AIC-300/301

AIC-560 Quad PLCC Package